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Side I 

1. Food, glorious food 
OLIVER & BOYS 

2; Olayer! 
MR. BUMBLE, WIDOW CORNEY, OLIVER & BOYS 

3. I shall scream 
WIDOW CORNEY & MR. BUMBLE 

4. Boy for sale 
MR. BUMBLE 

5. That’s your funeral 
MR. SOWERBERRY, MR. BUMBLE, 

; MRS. S ERBERRY 
6. Where is love ? ae 

OLIVER 

7. Consider yourself 
ARTFUL DODGER, OLIVER & CROWD 

‘8. You’ve got to pick a pocket or two 
FAGIN, OLIVER & BOYS 

9. It’s a fine life | 
NANCY, BET & BOYS 

\ 

IO. Be back soon 
FAGIN, ARTFUL DODGER, OLIVER & BOYS 

LIONEL BART is a young Londoner who, in a remarkably short 
space of time, has emerged as the most potent force in British 

popular music. In 1956 he joined forces with Tommy Steele and 

Mike Pratt, and this trio was responsible for the writing of nearly 

all the numbers with which Tommy first gained fame. He moved 

rapidly into the elite circle of writers for the theatre with his lyrics 

for ‘‘Lock Up Your Daughters” and the music and lyrics for 

“Fings Ain’t Wot They Used T’Be’”. In his songs (and nowhere 
is this more clearly shown than in ‘“‘Oliver!’) he displays a skill at 
_rhyming nothing short of Gilbertian in its impudence; it is entirely 
‘unstrained, and words and music “clearly belong to each other, 

which is one of the reasons why they are so effective in the theatre. 

To fit Oliver Twist for the musical stage, Lionel Bart had to do 
some drastic pruning of Dickens’ enormous book. The core of the 
story, as unfolded at the New Theatre, is as follows: 
The curtain goes up on the sinister interior of the workhouse. A 
bare table is in the centre of the stage, with a form each side 
for the boys to sit on; the boys themselves, pale-faced and 
hungry, peer through the iron-barred door at the back. Over the 
two curving stairways which meet above their heads, ‘GOD IS 
LOVE’ in unsteady cut-out letters shows dimly in the dark. The 
door is unlocked, the boys file to their places at the table. Gra- 
dually the stage lightens and, wistfully at first, then with growing 
enthusiasm, they sing Food, glorious food. When the song is 
over, and they have slumped once more into their dismal present 
predicament, Widow Corney, the stout old termagent who runs the 
workhouse, and Mr Bumble, the parish beadle, enter, and the gruel 
is served from a steaming iron pot. 
nothing and the boys clear their tin bowls in a flash. The empty 
bowls are passed round from boy to boy in a growing stack, but 
just before the pile reaches him Oliver snatches his away and 
slowly, hopefully, walks across the stage to where the enormous 
Bumble, in his official purple coat, stands scowling.down on his 
charges. Twice he says the classic line ‘Please Sir, I want some 
more’. Bumble and Widow Corney are horrified at his greed, and 
order the two ragged servants to seize him; while they hold him 
down, Bumble, Mrs. Corney and the rest of the boys sing the 
derisive Oliver!, after which the lad is locked behind the barred 
door and the rest scuttle off up the stairs. 
With Oliver gazing sadly from behind the bars, Bumble flirts with 
Mrs. Corney, and though she sings J shall scream she finishes — 
in a giggling heap on his lap. They hastily rearrange themselves 
when the two servants return with Oliver and his pitiful bundle of 
possessions. Bumble straightens his wig, resumes his hat and his 
dignity, and leads the boy away, chanting the strangely beautiful 
‘Boy for sale_as he goes. They walk through the snow for what 
seems to be a great distance on the slowly revolving set, and as 
Bumble finishes his song, arrive at the door of Mr Sowerberry’s, 
the undertaker. This individual, a tall pale gentleman in a green 
baize apron, sees great possibilities in Oliver as a ‘junior coffin 
follower’, and while Oliver stands meekly to one side in a top 
hat, demonstrating his skill at looking sad, Sowerberry and his 
wife, joined by Bumble, sing That’s your funeral,’a comically 
macabre song about the certainties of the undertaking profession. 
After the sale Oliver is left alone on the stage and, frightened 
almost out of his life by the gaunt coffins all around him in the 
workshop, Sings the plaintive Where is love?. 
_Next morning, during a hilarious scene in the undertaker’s he runs 
‘away, -and after wandering disconsolately about the streets is 
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DONALD ALBERY presents 

Od IV BR) 
a new musical with book, music and lyrics by 

LIONEL BART 

freely adapted from Dickens’ “Oliver Twist” 

ORIGINAL CAST PRODUCTION, first performed 

at the New Theatre, Thurs. June 30,1960 

* * ie Cast * * 
Oliver Twist... ; Peal aes .. KEITH HAMSHERE 

Mr. Bumble, the ee Be +. PAUL WHITSUN-JONES 

Mrs. Corney, the Matron aid a .»» HOPE JACKMAN 

Old Sally, a pauper tie = ee .. BETTY TURNER 

Mr. Sowerberry, the Undertaker 5 BARRY HUMPHRIES 

Mrs. Sowerberry, his wife ae ie S SONIA FRASER 

Charlotte, their daughter at hs oe APPLE BROOK 

Noah Claypole, their apprentice ae aE TREVOR RAY 

Fagin i ‘ a be as ae RON MOODY 

The Artful Dodges bis oe oe »» MARTIN HORSEY 

Nancy %:;:. ee a3 ee ee .«. GEORGIA BROWN 

Bet ee oe oe ee oe oe DIANE GRAY 

Bill Sikes .. ie ae ee »» DANNY SEWELL 

Mr, Brouwow. .. = fe Bs pe a, GEORGE BISHOP: 
WMecGunwig yc ee ee CLAUDE JONES 
Mrs. Bedwin .. 4 +» we MADELEINE NEWBURY 

Workhouse Boys and Fagin’s Gang: | 
: Charles Brown, Christopher Cooke, Jonathan Collins, Peter 

Eveleigh, Clive Green, Brian Lewis, Dennis Mallard, Barry 

Newnham, Nicholas Norman, Tony Robinson 

Londoners: 
Sally Bitton, Anna Leroy, Jean Ann Page, Janet Pate, Elizabeth 
Perry, David Beaumont, Jonathan Bromley, Eric Holmes, Rob 

Inglis, Larry Oaks, Stanley Price, Brian Scott, Jim Sparrow 

Musical Director: Marcus Dods 
Orchestrations by Eric Rogers 

Produced for records by Mike Smith 

* * * * * 

found, tired, hungry, broke, by the irrepressible Artful Dodger, 
(played with terrific glee by Martin Horsey), who, with the song 
Consider yourself, leads him to Fagin’s kitchen. Skilful use of the 
revolving set is again made here, for as the procession of boys 
‘converges on Fagin’s, the interior of the kitchen is revealed at 
the same time. Slowly Fagin comes. into view, and there he 
stands, back to the audience, dressed in a terrible old brown 
coat, huddled over the fire making toast. So great is the impact 
which Ron-Moody makes as Fagin, that even his back seems to 
foretell the superb clowning which is to follow, and after his mock 
solemn welcome of Oliver, he launches into one of the funniest 
pieces of stage business ever seen in a musical—You’ve got to 
pick a pocket or two. The group in the kitchen is joined by Nancy 
(Bill Sikes’ girl) and Bet, and these two, assisted by all the boys 
and Fagin, explain their way of fife in It’s a fine life. Nancy is 
sung by Georgia Brown, who brings to the part a voice of tremen- 
dous power, a refreshing change from the thin piping of so many 
musical comedy heroines. 
The boys go to bed, Fagin takes out his box of money and has 
his nightly count-up, and we move gradually to the next morning. 
Fagin packs the boys off, taking Oliver with them on his first 
day’s pickpocketing, with the number Be back soon. With a few 
deft twists, the stage is once more a street scene, and it is here 
that Oliver is captured, not for picking a pocket but for looking 
as if he has done so.'He is whisked away into the crowd and the 
curtain falls on the first half. 

The second half opens in the Three Cripples, a tavern full of 
underworld characters and beggars. Nancy is called upon to 
sing, and she responds with a magnificent song called Oom-pah - 
pah, a down-to-earth number in true music hall tradition. Then, 
with a thundrous thwack on the floor with his stick, Bill Sikes 
appears at the top of the stairs, and sings his boastful, menacing 
song, My name. After the drinkers have been duly cowed by this 
outburst, Fagin’s boys, minus Oliver, cascade down the Stairs 
with the news that their new recruit has been nabbed. They also 
reveal that after a witness had showed what had really happened 
Oliver had been released and taken to the home of the rich old 
gentleman whose handkerchief had been stolen; he was there 
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Side 2 ae 
Pi 1. Oom-pah-pah i ee 

NANCY & CHORUS . | oe 

2..Myname ._ | << 
BILL SIKES A rs 

3. As long as he needs me ¢ ity 
NANCY 4a o 

4. I’d do anything Bee = 
ARTFUL DODGER, NANCY; OLIVER, BET; FAGIN 

5. Who will buy ? & BOYS : 

OLIVER & CHORUS Ey y 
6. Reviewing the situation 4 9 O 

FAGIN | = 
7. Oliver! (reprise) Bt > eee 

MR. BUMBLE, WIDOW CORNEY ee | 

8. As long as he needs me (reprise) a 
NANCY I 

9. Reviewing the situation (reprise) et 4 
FAGIN 4 

10. Finale: et | 
Food, glorious food THE BOYS bae = 
Consider yourself THE COMPANY ; 7 4 
I’d do anything THE COMPANY ie 

e m 

being cared for in great style. Fagin and Sikes realise that fle 
‘boy might talk about the set-up which the two of them are running, 
and Nancy is detailed to go and get Oliver back. She is reluctat it, 
but Sikes bullies her into agreement. The tavern empties, a d 
Nancy, tired, a little frightened, slowly climbs the stairs, singing 
As long as he needs me. - 

I’d do anything is a flirtatious little piece in which Nancy and| the 
children parody the manners of polite society, and belongs in ‘the 
first half of the stage version after Its a fine life. The enormous | 
amount of music which had to be recorded fér this LP, however, 
made it necessary for something to move from the first to the 
second half; this song, in this place, minimises the break in the 
action and paves the way for the very beautiful Who will buy? in 
which London street cries are woven into Oliver’s plea for this 
new turn in his fortunes to be permanent. At this point, Keith 3 
Hamshere’s wistful, shaggy-haired Oliver is transformed into a 
well cared-for 19th century little boy in a handsome. blue sd i a 
coat: His pleasure is short-lived, for as soon as he is sent on an 
errand by his benefactor, Mr. Brownlow, he is forcibly dragged off | 
by Nancy and Sikes and returned to Fagin’s, where Dodger ‘is 
detailed to keep an eye on him. The stage then ‘empties except for 
Fagin, who proceeds to examine the pros and cons of going 
‘straight -in a remarkably funny passage called Reviewing the 
situation. The short reprise of Oliver! follows the discovery by 
Bumble and Mrs. Corney (now married to each other, but ne her | 
enjoying the arrangement) that Oliver is really from a rich family. ; é 
They decide to try and get him back, though they are not succes s- as 
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has arranged secretly with Mr. Brownlow to hand him back at Aight 
on London Bridge, sings of her fear: that Bill will not understand 
her motives in a touching reprise of As long as he needs me ies 
fears are soon justified, for Bill kills her, snatches Oliver 
away, and after an exciting chase, is himself killed by a shot 
from a pistol. Amid great rejoicing Oliver is restored to Mr. 
Brownlow. After the crowd has dispersed, Fagin, bereft of his 
gang, his home and his money, shuffles across the stage ‘with a 
final few lines of Reviewing. Dramatically the story ends there, 
but the full cast is brought back for a brilliantly colourful finale 
consisting of joyous repeats of Food, glorious food, Consider 
yourself and I’d do anything. This concludes a record which 
contains almost every note of the music from the show. What you 
will not hear is thetumultuous applause which demands a score 
of curtain calls at each performance. 

; PETER CLAYTON 
© The Decca Record Co. Ltd., London, 1960 we 
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